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WOLA NANI BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2008/9 
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Mr Peter Milne (Treasurer), Dr Des Michaels, Mr Patrick Bechet,  
Mr Doug Reeler, Ms Sharon Follentine,   

 
Patrons: Archbishop Emeritus Desmond Tutu; Mr Pieter-Dirk Uys 

 
  

Executive Director’s Report:  April 2008 to March 2009 
 

We are indeed living in interesting times – credit crunches, global warming, 
epidemics and pandemics – all of which affects us individually and 
communally.  2008/9 has seen many organisations that do good work struggle, 
falter and cave in under the pressure of too few resources for the enormity of 
the work.  The economic crisis has hit hard and has forced us to evaluate and 
respond innovatively.  At Wola Nani we look back at a year that we have 
survived with a relatively small deficit of R399 443 of a R3.9 budget.   
 
During 2008/9 we have made a positive difference in the lives of 8375 adults 
through counselling and HIV testing and education; 609 children aged 7-18 
with life skills education and 40 families through our income generation project 
which provides sustainable incomes for HIV+ women.   
 
As we turn the page on the 2008/9 financial year Wola Nani salutes our donor 
partners who have, despite tough times, entrusted us with their valuable 
resources – people, money and goods to facilitate transformation in the lives of 
those infected or affected by HIV and AIDS.  As custodians of resources in the 
partnership between organisation, donor and the community living with HIV and 
Aids, Wola Nani stands for transformation from vulnerability to resilience, from 
‘dying of Aids’ to living healthy lifestyles – whether HIV+ or HIV-.  As we head 
towards our 15th year in this sector we know for sure that the success of an 
organisation over time, is vested in community acceptance, passion and 
expertise of staff and the passion and consistency of donors.  We would like to 
take the opportunity of acknowledging those donors who provide institutional 
support; those donors who contribute directly to the organisation as a living 
entity – the daily upkeep of Wola Nani – a roof over our heads, our 
communications, salaries and physical resources that help us deliver on our 
joint mandate of transformation of lives. To Christian Aid, CCFD, and South 
African Development Fund we acknowledge your partnership in broad 
institutional funding of the agency and its income generation craft programme.   
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To ABSA Bank, Starfish Greathearts Foundation and Dept of Social 
Development  Western Cape we acknowledge you specifically for our work with 
orphans and other vulnerable children and their caregivers; a project of 
increasing importance for timeous intervention in the lives of children and 
teenagers.  To the Department of Health of the Western Cape we acknowledge 
you for the confidence shown in Wola Nani for providing the lay counselling 
service in public health facilities in the Klipfontein area.  Thank you to the 
officials who we work with on a daily basis in bringing valuable education and 
counselling in the task of stepping up the voluntary HIV counselling and testing 
for all who access our public health facilities.  We also thank the community of 
partner organisations for all we have undertaken and achieved together over 
the past year. 
 
To the staff of Wola Nani, I would like to say thank you for your commitment to 
the task of making a difference in the lives of all our clients.  You, who are at 
the coalface of our interventions, are the ones who have to look children, 
teenagers and adults in the eye and offer guidance to the route that will make a 
difference for them.  For this I acknowledge your contribution to the success of 
Wola Nani – you who are mostly women, with heartfelt experiences of your 
own stand strong and powerful as you employ your skills with the grace and 
dignity that you do. Thank you!  To the few men in our organisation, I 
acknowledge you for your empathy in dealing with clients and for your ability to 
blend into an organisation of women, championing the cause for women and 
children to move to resilience and strength!  I want to acknowledge the Finance 
& Business Development Manager, Ryan Rode, for his unwavering 
commitment to excellence demonstrated on a daily basis.  Your efforts 
constantly bear fruit and the success of our income generation project is in no 
small measure due to the systems that you have put in place.  Thank you! 
 
The Board of Directors have managed a good balance, offering support when 
needed and giving guidance where needed.  Thank you for your collective 
voice in exercising your fiduciary responsibilities to Wola Nani.  This past year 
we had resignations from two Directors, Patrick Bechet our legal expert and 
Pete Milne our Treasurer and marketing expert. We were very sad to see them 
leave, but due to mounting work pressures they felt that they could not give 
Wola Nani the support that they wanted to provide. 
 
We look forward to 2009/10 in anticipation of a successful 15th year living with 
HIV and AIDS; a reality faced by many staff and clients on a daily basis.  Our 
anticipation lies in our ability to hope and live positively, trusting that you, our 
partners in this work, will continue to work with us so that collectively we 
choose to live the change we want. Thank you! 
 
Moira Jones, Executive Director 
 

CLIENT SUPPORT PROGRAMME 2008/9 
 
Children and Caregiver Project 
 
We aimed to reach 500 children for 2008/9 and build relationships with them 
and their caregivers. We achieved 609 children in total but built relationships 
with 289 who we saw on a weekly basis. 120 children attended a once off 
holiday programme and 200 children were seen over a two-month programme 
consisting of weekly interventions during an in-schools programme in 
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Khayelitsha; so some relationship was established but not sustained over the 
year.   
 
With regard to caregivers the main goal was to lend on-going support to those 
caregivers of orphaned children, living in ‘family’ set ups in the community.  
Most of the orphaned children recruited live with grannies (Gogo’s).  50 
orphans live with 40 identified Gogo’s and each receives monthly nutrition 
parcels valued at R500 per parcel. The 40 gogo’s are geographically spread 
over the three townships of Philippi, Mfuleni and Khayelitsha and they meet 
once a month in their own support group with our child care workers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A highlight for the children from Mfuleni was a visit from Saracens Rugby Club 
from London. After playing the Springboks earlier this year, Saracens 
expressed interest in observing how the sport was played in underdeveloped 
communities. This led them to the rugby-loving children of Mfuleni. After a 
coaching session, Mfuleni’s youngsters took on Saracens in an unforgettable 
match. Saracens’ visit to Mfuleni was made possible by Wola Nani donor 
Starfish Greathearts Foundation. Wola Nani counsellor, Penny Ma-uw, third 
from left, also enjoyed the game. 
 
Towards the end of this financial year we commissioned an assessment of the 
children’s programme with the view to considering the recommendations as a 
way forward for 2010.  These recommendations are being implemented and 
2009/10 objectives are: 

1. Develop and compile an Education & Life skills manual for the 
children’s programme. (A facilitator’s Guide) 

2. Train current Child care workers in the use of the manual 
3. Send two key staff for further training in After-school support 

programmes at PASCAP, an NGO accredited training partner. 
4. Pilot daily after-school homework support programme in Phillipi from 

September 2009. 
5. Continue partnership with EDUCO AFRICA for experiential learning of 

staff and identified teenagers. 
6. Appoint a Programme Manager for Client Support projects in Clinics 

and Communities. 
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We would like to acknowledge our donor partners for their support of this 
programme.  Thank you ABSA Bank, Starfish Greathearts Foundation, 
Dept Social Development, Turbots. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ntombi   Martha     Penny  Nobantu   Fundiswa  
 
VCT and Adherence Support in Clinic Settings 
 
The issue of Adherence to ARV treatment is still an important one, since there 
are currently only two lines/regimens of treatment available in the public health 
sector.  100% compliance/adherence to treatment plays a huge role in 
managing the disease and the role of the counsellor in supporting patients to 
achieve 100% adherence, or as close to that as possible, is highly significant 
particularly in this context where few professional nurses and even fewer 
doctors have to cope with large numbers of patients. 
 
18 lay counsellors placed in 7 public health facilities during the 2008/9 financial 
year produced 12 768 interventions including pre& post test counselling, follow-
up counselling, ARV treatment readiness counselling, treatment support and 
caregiver treatment literacy. 
 
We took a decision not to reapply for an independent HIV testing non-medical 
site because of the challenges and constraints experience during the pilot 
phase in Guguletu last financial year.  We believe that our counsellors operate  
best within the traditional Wola Nani methodology of relationship building with 
clients (as opposed to once off testing).   
 
Our method of relationship building requires a longer walk with clients but the 
trust established through this process most often leads clients to making 
decisions in their best interests because the counsellor has repeated 
intervention opportunities with them either through their visits to a clinic, or in 
the community where counsellors do home visits to children and their 
caregivers. 
 
At the end of this financial; year we said goodbye to a much loved and 
respected project co-ordinator, Noma, who left us for greener pastures.  We 
said goodbye to someone we truly admire for her courage to turn her own life 
from dis-ease to living a healthy lifestyle and her passion to help others do the 
same.  As project coordinator supporting counsellors in clinics Noma is 
remembered for her ability to lead by example, often filling in for off-duty 
counsellors herself.  She is also acknowledged for her patience in mentoring 
counsellors towards excellent service.  We miss her but we wish her well as 
she continues to serve the community in another sector of development.  
Thank you for your valued contribution to Wola Nani over many years! 
 
We would like to acknowledge our donor partners for their support of this 
programme.  We thank the Dept of Health WC for your confidence in us as a 
service provider.  We thank the management and staff of the health facilities 
where our counsellors are placed.  Thank you for making our counsellors part 
of your team at Manenberg CHC, Silvertown CHC, Lansdowne CHC, Hanover 
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Park MOU, and GF Jooste Hospital.  Thank you to MSF and that partnership 
which led to our counsellors working at Matthew Goniwe and Kuyasa for the 
past three years. A special thanks to management and staff of the IDC Clinic at  
Red Cross Hospital for the long association with Wola Nani.  In return for the 
services of our counsellors we get valuable and up to date training and 
information in the area of paediatric HIV, and the opportunity of working with 
various researchers of UCT, all of which enriches the experiences of 
counsellors in particular and Wola Nani in general. Thank you. 
 
Ntombi Mdanyana: “Grab on to new opportunities, take every chance to 
improve yourself” 
 
I am HIV positive. I found out when I was 
pregnant with my third son. At first, I blamed 
myself for not knowing, but mostly I felt 
anger. During my pregnancy I received 
regular counselling at Wola Nani. In the 
beginning my CD4 count was still high. At 8 
months I started the PMTCT programme 
taking AZT and Neverapine. I stayed on the 
programme until after the birth of my baby.  
My baby was tested 3 months after he was 
born. Even though I did everything I could, using all the information available to 
me to protect him, I was still terrified. But I didn’t have to be - my son tested 
negative.  
 
Living with HIV requires some serious lifestyle changes. I had to disclose my 
status to my boyfriend. It was difficult, but now I can share my status freely, 
without any fear. All three of my boys are HIV negative. I make sure that they 
are educated about it. 
 
I was employed by Wola Nani in 2006 as a General Assistant. I saw that the 
job required matric and a driver’s licence. I didn’t have a drivers licence but I 
remember thinking to myself: I want that job, I’ve got feet, I can walk..  I got the 
job.  After working a while as a general assistant Wola Nani saw more potential 
in me.  I was given the opportunity to assist in the childrens project in 2007.  I 
did well and I was trained as a lay counsellor in HIV counselling.  I wanted to 
give it my all. You have to do your job thoroughly. Grab on to new 
opportunities, get educated, and take every chance to improve yourself.   
 
I love children and I love my work in the childrens project.  I work in the 
community with children, parents, school teachers and principals.  At the 
moment, I’m doing further training in after school programmes with children at 
PASCAP.  People think that disclosure to kids is not important. You would be 
surprised at how well children respond to honesty. They deal with the same 
problems, sometimes even more when it comes to HIV/AIDS. Our children 
need us more than ever. 
 
The children at Wola Nani’s OVC project here in Khayelitsha receive care and 
support. This is a safe place for them. We teach them about diseases and I 
love that they know the symptoms of different diseases like AIDS and TB and 
how to protect themselves, or where to receive treatment. I want these children 
to know that they have a future. I want them to know that it is possible.  
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INCOME GENERATION & BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT REPORT 
 
My Financial Year End 2009 Income Generation review report leaves me with a 
number of mixed emotions.  
 
A tremendous loss of the Income Generation (IG) 
Project was the departure of Zanele Madini, the 
Income Generation Sales & Administrative Co-
ordinator. Zanele who had been with Wola Nani 
since 2001 left in June 2008 to take up a teaching 
position in the Eastern Cape. Zanele will be missed 
by all at Wola Nani, for her excellent work ethic, her 
positive attitude and her in-depth knowledge of 
Wola Nani. Thank you from me, Zanele, for being who you are and for making 
my time with you at Wola Nani such a pleasure! 
 
I would like to take this opportunity to welcome Lala Nongalaza as the new 
Income Generation Co-ordinator and I look forward to her contribution to the 
project.         
 
Another disappointing, but not unexpected, fact was the decrease in sales 
during this period. An analysis of our sales information supports the fact that 
the international recession has had a significant impact on our sales 
performance in 2009. This is supported by the fact that we saw a major shift in 
international sales from 72.04% in 2008 to 56.77% in 2009. 
 
Although the overall sales performance was down, I am still amazed by our 
performance, given that a number of big businesses have had to liquidate 
during this very difficult recession and the fact that our products are mainly 
seen as a nice to have and not a necessity.   
 
Further analysis has raised a number of positive sales performances and 
highlighted some important information that should be taken into account going 
forward. 
 

SALES PER CATEGORY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lights bulbs were down from R145,806.47 to R93,456.49 or -35.90%. A 
number of factors contribute to this - firstly, we have a distribution agent abroad 
and therefore very reliant on their distribution ability for our performance and 
secondly, we only started producing our first energy-saving light bulb order 
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during 2009. Thirdly, a number of the light bulbs have been designed by 
famous designers a number of years ago and therefore the product has 
become somewhat outdated. The good news is that 2010 orders on the light 
bulbs have out performed even 2008’s figures and this is good news for next 
year.            
 
Beadwork has continued to decline, with sales down from R89, 957.45 to R41, 
7256.06 or -53.62%. The main product in this category is the beaded AIDS 
pins, I have consulted with a number of AIDS pins producers and they too have 
cut back on production and are producing alternate items. The lesson here is to 
keep developing new products.  Wola Nani would need to recruit new skilled 
staff in order to achieve this.   
 
Paper Mache was down from R530,489.17 to R446,353.95 or -15.86%. This 
was the smallest decline within the Wola Nani product offering and was not 
unexpected in view of its tremendous growth last year of 50.88% from 
R351,602.40 to R530,489.17. This therefore means that the decreased amount 
of R446,353.95 still represents a 26.94% growth on the 2007 sales figure of 
R351,602.40, the only product category to outperform 2007’s sales figures. 
This underlines the importance and potential of the paper maché products, 
even after more than 10 years in the market place 
 
An analysis of the products by size and design continue to support the 
importance of product development with new sizes and designs continuing to 
contribute significantly to turnover.  
 
In 2010, Wola Nani will be working in partnership with Kingston University in 
London to develop a design brief for students of the design faculty to develop a 
number of new outer designs, improved production techniques, new shapes 
and to develop an outer layer that will make the products 100% functional, the 
results of which should have a significant impact on sales.  We are extremely 
excited about the potential of this partnership and would like to acknowledge 
Rob Cunningham of Christian Aid for introducing Wola Nani to Kingston 
University. 
 
      

SALES PER DESIGN 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The sales per design found that the relatively new shweshwe design is still the 
leading sales performer at 31.48% and the relatively new chicken design was 
up at 5.56% from 1.38%.      
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SALES PER SIZE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The sales per size found that the relatively new tiny size became the leading 
sales performer up from R43,268.49 to R100,355.33 at 22.48% and although 
the relatively new very small design was down from 16.10% to 13.60% of the 
total sales per size, it still ranked 4th in terms of its sales performance.  

 
During 2009 the customer database grew by 87 new customers against the 59 
new customers in 2008, an increase of 47%. This underpins the fact that 
purchases were on average smaller than the previous year and therefore we 
had to work harder for less. The average order was down from R2, 910.32 to 
R2,358.89 or -18.95%, which tends to support the analysis of a difficult 
economic climate.  
 
Crafters’ income was on average up by 19.05% during 2009, which is a 
significant increase. The intention though is to continue to grow the number of 
people benefiting from this project at this income level. This will only be 
possible with continuous product development, training and marketing efforts. 
 
Total 
Payments 

Average 
Annual 
Income 

Average 
Monthly 
Income 

Average 
weekly 
Income 

Top Annual 
Income 

538,203.00 9,967 831 208 34,477 
450,898.27 11,866 989 247 23,366 

 
The start of 2010 seems to indicate signs of recovery and the preliminary sales 
figures look promising. In addition to this, Wola Nani has acquired an existing 
business, with a number of successful products and an existing customer base. 
The business is known as Hanan Yanny and its products have tremendous 
synergy with Wola Nani’s ethos; and Hanan Yanny’s current product range are 
also all made from recycled waste paper. The Income Generation Project is 
extremely excited at the potential of these products and the customers to 
increase the number of crafters benefiting from the project, as well as the 
increase in turnover, gross profit and ultimately improved sustainability.  
 
2010 is definitely looking up!        

 
Ryan Rode, Finance & Business Development Manager 
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FINANCIAL REPORT  
 
This year hailed the arrival of our new auditors, SAB&T.  Another change was 
brought about when we outsourced the monthly accounting service to Le Roux 
& Kie after the departure of our in-house bookkeeper Faith Qeja, who went on 
to take up a position at UWC. Thank you Faith for your contribution to Wola 
Nani. 
 
Having the accounting services outsourced has created a clear separation 
between handling the cash and recording its movement. It is also proving to be 
an efficient and cost-effective method for the organisation’s current 
requirements.    
 
Wola Nani donations were down from R3,472,271 to R2,920,990 a decrease of 
-15.87%. The reduction in donations of R551,281 could be attributed to two 
significant changes in our donors: The first being that the National Department 
of Health no longer funds non- national organisations and since Wola Nani is 
operational in Cape Town only, we lost that significant source of funding.  The 
second significant change is due to an international donor changing their 
funding policy to no longer funding services related to HIV & Aids for children. 
The recession had an impact of our ability to raise our full budget for 2009 and 
some donors have reduced their funding, however looking forward into 2010, 
Wola Nani is expecting to break even based on funds received and expected, 
which is a tremendous relief given that the world economies have not exited or 
recovered from global economic recession.         
 
In order to minimise the net loss as far as possible a reduction in operating 
costs were achieved from R3, 919,406 to R3, 631,295 or -7.35%. All operating 
costs were kept as tightly as possible, remaining very similar to the previous 
year; the major savings came from the exiting of the homecare project, which 
was expected and discussed in the previous annual report.    
 
The reduction in donations and operating costs led to a net loss of R399,443 
for 2009, disappointing on the back of our R72,612 net loss in 2008 but Wola 
Nani continues to operate as a very lean, if not slightly under-staffed entity, and 
is painfully aware that it cannot easily reduce operating costs without 
terminating services. Fundraising remains the lifeblood of the organisation and 
can never be taken for granted. With 2010 already fully funded we believe we 
have an opportunity to strengthen our fundraising efforts for 2011. Thank you 
George Gibbs and Moira Jones, for your sterling work!                        
  
Last, but not least, thank you to our donors who have agreed with and invested 
in Wola Nani’s objectives. Your support means a tremendous amount to the 
communities in which we operate and the staff of Wola Nani!         
 

Ryan Rode, Finance & Business Development Manager 
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WOLA NANI – A CARING RESPONSE TO AIDS  
(ASSOCIATION NOT FOR GAIN INCORPORATED UNDER SECTION 21) 
REGISTRATION NUMBER 1994/007488/08) 
ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2009 
 
DETAILED INCOME STATEMENT 
             2009        2008 
                R           R 

Revenue    
Sale of craft products   615,594               811,981 
     
Cost of sales    
Opening stock (128,014) (157,962) 
Purchase of craft products (550,220) (568,455) 
Closing stock               180,536                128,014 
                 497,698            598,403 
     
Gross profit on sale of craft products             117,896                213,578 
     
Other income    
Recoveries                           -          8,451 
Donations    2,920,990            3,472,271 
Sundry income     66,272                20,724 
Red Ribbon Campaign                           -          86,334 
Interest received     127,694                 47,268 
     
              3,114,956            3,635,048 
     
OPERATING EXPENSES (3,631,295) (3,919,407) 
Children & Caregivers’ Project      1,252,998           1,389,187 
Facility Based Lay Counselling & ARV 
Support 

 
1,380,149 

  
1,504,540 

Income Generation (IG) for PLWHA's            998,148             1,025,680 
     
Finance Costs (1,000) (1,832) 
     
(Deficit)/Surplus for the year (399,443) (72,613) 
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